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Life During the Depression

• Wealthy and some middle-class 
Canadians not really affected by 
Depression
– Some took advantage of deflation, 

became richer
• Most Canadians severely affected 

– Lost jobs, unable to find work
– Evicted from homes
– Often treated like it was their fault
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Little Help Available

• Some government relief payments 
available (nicknamed “pogey”)
– Similar to welfare today
– Vouchers for food and other 

essentials
– Difficult and humiliating to get

• Long lines, publicly declare their 
financial failure

– Never enough anyways
• Payments kept low to encourage 

people to keep looking for work



Little Help Available

• Private charities provided clothing 
and meals
– Before permanent food banks
– Soup kitchens provided food 
– Also difficult to get and never 

enough
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Riding the Rails

• 1933: over 25% unemployment
• Men travelling from city to city 

looking for work
– Hopped on freight trains

• “riding the rods/rails”
– Stayed briefly in shanty towns, then 

moved on
– Carried few belongings they had 

with them
– Often had to leave families behind
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Drought on the Prairies

• Little demand for wheat, farmers 
struggling already

• Severe droughts (1929, 1931, 
1933-1937)
– Accompanied by high winds

• Caused dust storms (p. 94)

– Fertile topsoil blown away
– Dust and dirt everywhere
– Region nicknamed the Dust Bowl

• Situation the same in parts of USA



Drought on the Prairies

• Grasshopper invasion too
– Stalled trains and cars
– Wiped out what little crops were left

• 1935: Government stepped in to 
help build irrigation systems and 
reservoirs
– Too late for most (farmers moved 

away)
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The Disadvantaged

• Women
– Few jobs, usually domestic work
– Some believed women who worked 

helped cause the Depression
• First Nations

– Very little relief (Family: $5/month)
– Expected to “live off the land”

• Reserve land often poor for farming

• Immigrants and Ethnic Minorities
– Less government relief than the rest
– Racism and Discrimination (esp. Jews)
– 1931: no new immigrants to Canada
– By 1935 28,000 immigrants deported
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